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ABSTRACT: Data is the significant thing in the present 

trend for every organization and company. Data duplication 

is greatly reducing the cloud storage area. When the cloud 

users upload their files repeatedly with similar content then 

the duplication will be generated. To detect and remove the 

duplicate data in the databases, presently we have some 

methods like Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM). 

Deduplication process is very time consuming in the 

existing systems. But, current days we have to deduplicate 

the larger datasets in the shorter time and also we have not 

efficient methods to deduplicate dataset within the time. To 

improve the detecting performance of the methods and to 

give the good duplicate results we need to propose new 

methods. In this paper we propose two algorithms namely, 

Progressive Sorted Neighborhood Method (PSNM) as well 

as Progressive Blocking (PB). Through these algorithms we 

can get the time efficient results. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining,  or Knowledge  discovery,  is  the  laptop-

assisted  manner  of  mining through  and  analyzing 

substantial  sets  of  facts  and  then  extracting the  that 

means  of  the  data.  Data mining gear predict behaviors and 

destiny trends, allowing corporations to make proactive, 

information-driven decisions. Data mining gear are 

traditionally time ingesting to clear up.  They scour records 

bases for hidden styles, finding predictive facts that 

professionals may additionally miss because it lies outdoor 

their expectations. Data mining derives its name from the 

similarities among looking for valuable records in a massive 

database. Although data mining is  nevertheless in  its  

infancy,  agencies  in  a  wide  range  of  industries  such as 

retail,  finance, health  care, manufacturing transportation, 

and aerospace are already the usage of statistics mining gear 

and strategies to take advantage of historic information. By  

the use of  sample  reputation  technologies  and  statistical  

and  mathematical  techniques  to  sift  thru  warehoused 

information,  facts  mining  helps  analysts  understand  

substantial  facts,  relationships,  developments,  patterns,  

exceptions  and anomalies  that  may  otherwise  go  ignored.  

For companies, information mining is used to discover 

patterns and relationships within the data in an effort to help 

make higher commercial enterprise decisions. Whenever the 

duplicates have to be found from dataset we go for Data 

mining. The Data mining takes its „concepts from Knowledge 

Discovery in Database (KDD) in the field of computer 

science; in the recent past, duplication is becoming a major 

threat in almost all the domains. Because of this duplication 

the data received is more and thus memory limitation  

 

becomes arduous. Thus admin finds it difficult to manage the 

data sets. The duplicate detection processes are expensive. 

The common people keep changing their portfolio despite 

retailers offering many product catalogs. Thus there occurs 

duplication in wide range and all the organizations cannot 

afford for the deduplication process as it is expensive. The 

adaptive techniques improve the efficiency in detecting the 

duplication but these techniques cannot bear up to the level 

of progressive techniques. The Progressive techniques could 

process larger dataset in short span of time and the quality of 

data is also good comparatively. The Progressive duplicate 

detection makes it different from the traditional approach by 

yielding more complex results during the early termination. 

The algorithms of duplicate detection also computes the 

duplicates at an almost constant frequency but the 

progressive algorithms increase the overall time as it finds 

out the duplicates at the early stage itself. The candidate keys 

in the record pairs that are identical have to be first found 

out. The pair selection techniques of the duplicate detection 

process exhibits a trade-off between the amounts of time 

needed to run a duplicate detection algorithm as well as the 

completeness of the results. This trade-off is made more 

efficient by the progressive detection techniques as it 

computes the results in shorter amount of time. Sometimes 

the duplication could also be performed taking into account 

the window size. To avoid a prohibitively expensive 

comparison of all pairs of records, a general technique is to 

carefully partition the records into smaller subsets and thus 

fitting them to a particular window. If similar records appear 

in the same partition and within the same window, then the 

data is declared duplicate. If the window size is selected too 

small, some duplicates might be missed. If the window size 

is selected large enough to find all duplicates even for the 

largest cluster, then there are a lot of unnecessary 

comparisons in the area of the smaller clusters. The variety 

of parameters that have to be set by a user is so complex. 

Due to space limitation, it can only be used for singleton 

datasets. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the previous works depends on the sorted neighborhood 

method to detect the duplicates from the large and dirty 

datasets. U. Draisbach and F. Naumann, devised a brand new 

algorithm called Sorted Blocks in disparate modification that 

derive each approaches. To assess Sorted Blocks, they 

conducted abroad investigations with different datasets. 

These demonstrate that their new algorithmic rule wants 

fewer examinations to realize the same number of copies. 

Later on, one of their exploration themes will be used to 
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evaluate procedures that gathers records with a high risk of 

being copies in the same allotment P. Christen, presented a 

global survey of the existing techniques used for detecting 

non identical duplicate entries in database records. The 

benefit of this technique is that the canopy functions can be 

evaluated competently utilizing vanilla SQL statements. B. 

Kille, et. al used content-based recommenders, the candidate 

set is usually ranked in decreasing order of similarity to this 

article. The paper intends to improve on content-based 

algorithms with improved entity detection as well as 

similarity measures. A map reduced algorithm was 

introduced which has high affability for scheduling about 

responsibilities for dynamic load balancing. The writer Oktie, 

affords the Stringer framework that offers an evaluation 

arrangement to expertise what obstacles remain in the 

direction of the goal of truly versatile and extensively useful 

duplication recognition calculations. Few unrestrained bunch 

algorithms are assessed for replica discovery by means of 

large examinations over completely exceptional preparations 

of string info with numerous attributes. A subject was added 

to combine multisource facts. The consequences from the 

initial examinations are in accordance that was taken from 4 

card stock databases that rescale to over ten million facts are 

in accordance in the paper. Vicenc Torra declared 

“Supervised learning approach for distance based mostly 

record linkage as revealing risk evaluation”. The 

advancement of a managed learning technique for separation 

based mostly record linkage, decides the best parameters for 

the linkage method. We tend to likewise show an assessment 

and a correlation between 3 distinctive choices of such 

technique. They rely on the weighted mean, the Choquet 

important and a range of the Mahalanobis separation what is 

more with different normal separations to assess the danger. 

The Stringer framework was ordered that provides an 

assessment structure to work out the boundaries towards the 

target of genuinely pliant and generally helpful duplication 

discovery calculations. The work is impressed by the late 

large headways that have created rough be part of 

calculations terribly adaptable. The broad evaluation 

uncovers some grouping calculations that have not been 

thought-about for copy identification. 

 

III. FRAMEWORK 

In this paper, we propose a time efficient duplicate detection 

methods such as Progressive Sorted neighborhood Method 

(PSNM) and Progressive Blocking (PB).  These two methods 

are generalized by the Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM). 

The proposed methods used three data mining concepts such 

as; 

 Pair Selection 

 Pair-wise Comparison 

 Clustering 

By using these data mining techniques, the proposed methods 

can detect the duplicates within the limited time of the user. 

 

A. MagpieSort 

In traditional methods, we used the selection sort to sort the 

dataset to detect the duplicates. The selection sort is the time 

consuming process so, we are taking in this paper 

MagpieSort. This sorting method will choose the sorting key 

to sort the dataset. By using chosen sorting key, the 

duplicates will be detected and the duplicate count will be 

displayed. 

 

B. Proposed System Overview 

 
The proposed Progressive Sorted Neighborhood Method 

(PSNM) performs best on small as well as almost clean 

datasets. PSNM sorts the input data use a predefined sorting 

key as well as only compares records that are within a 

window of records in the sorted order. Progressive Blocking 

(PB) performs best on large as well as very dirty datasets. PB 

sorts the input data as well as compares itself within the 

blocks. The PSNM is expensive as it has to load all records 

in iteration. To avoid this window size was enlarged and 

divided into partitions so that the comparison to detect the 

duplicates can be found within the partition itself. The 

PSNM has two phases namely the load phase and compare 

phase. The records partitioned are read from disk into main 

memory in the first phase and the comparison is carried out 

in the second phase. The difference between the PSNM and 

PB is that PB sorts the record first in addition to splits it in to 

blocks. It splits the similar records into blocks and then 

makes the comparison. It uses block comparison matrix. 

 

C. Attribute Concurrency Method 

The best key for locating the duplicate is usually hard to 

identify. Selecting good keys can increase the 

progressiveness. Multi-pass execution will be applied for 

progressive SNM. Key separation isn't required in PB 

algorithmic rule. Here all the records are taken and checked 

as a parallel processes so as to reduce average execution 

time. The records are kept in many resources when 

partitioning. The intermediate duplication results are 

intimated immediately when found in any resources and 

came back to the most application. Therefore the time 

consumption is mitigated. Resource consumption is same as 

existing system however the information is kept in multiple 

resource memories. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In our experiments, we are taking large dataset to detecting 

the duplicates. To detect duplicates, first we have to select 

the sorting key. This key is selected by using attribute 

concurrency method. Through this method we can select the 

best key to sorting from uploaded dataset. This sorting key 

selection is common to both PSNM and PB algorithms. 

In PSNM we are selecting window size and based that 
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window size and sorting only it will detect the duplicates in 

the datasets.  

 
In PB we are selecting block size as well as sorting key. 

From every block, the progressive blocking algorithm detects 

the duplicate data and duplicate count. 

 
In the given graph, we can observe that the duplicate count 

and the processing time of duplicate detection for PB 

algorithm and similarly, we can view the PSNM duplicate 

detection count and processing time. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Duplicate detection is the important task in the data mining. 

In this paper, we conclude that we implemented two new 

methods named as, progressive SNM and progressive 

blocking which improves the time efficiency of duplicate 

detection model. By this efficiency that time will be reduced 

for duplicate detection. These two algorithms are generalized 

by the traditional sorted neighborhood method only. Using 

these two algorithms we can improve the processing time of 

duplicate detection and we can get the early results. 
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